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ABSTRACT

estimate a model that incorporqtes two key- features oJ business cycles, comorement among
economic vttriables and switching between regimes of booxr and slump, to quarterl-\ U K datq
for the last four decades. Common permanent dnd transitory fqctors. interpreted as compoiite
indicators oJ coinctdent variables, and estimates of tuming poittts from one regime to the other,
We

are extracted;from the data by using the Kalnnn.filter and maximum likelihood estinLation.
Both comovement and regime switching are fr.Mnd to be important features of the UK business
cycle. The components prodace sensible representqtiotls of the ct,clet ttnd the estimated turning points agree fairly well with independentl; determinecl chronolc'gies.

I

. INTRoDUCTToN

l'l-lHr r\!o EMprRrcAL rcgularities of business cycles highlighted by Burns and Mitchell
I (1946) - comovement among cconomic variables through the cycle and asyrnmetry in
I the evolution
of the cycle
havc undcrgonc a rcsurgcncc of inreresr In rccent years,
- time series techniques. Two of the most inllucntial modprompted by the development of new
els ofthe business cycle are Stock and Watson's (1989, l99l, 1993, 1999) linear common [actor model and Hamilton's (1989) regime switching model. Stock and Watson develop a linear
dynamic factor model where business cycles are measured by comovements in various components of economic activity, Using scvcral macroeconomic timc series, they extract a single
unobscrved variable and interpret it as the 'state ofthe econorny'. Thcy thcn comparc rhis variable with the US Department of Commerce (DOC) composite index. and find thar the similarity between the two is srriking, especially over the business-cycle horizon. The disadvantage
of their model, however. is that its linearity cannot capture business cycle asymmetry, and
forccs expansions and contractions to have the same amplitude and durarionTo capture such asymnetry, Hamilton (1989) develops a regime switching model in
which output €lrowth switches bctween two states according to a first order Markov process.
Expansions can therefore be gradual and drawn out whjle recessions may be shoner and steepcr
tbe 'stylised facts' of modern business cyclcs. Applying Lhis modcl torheUS, he shows
that shifts between positive and negative output growth accord well with the NBER's chronology of business cyclc peaks and troughs. Being based on a single time series, however.
Hamilton's model cannot capture thc notion oleconomic fluctuations corresponding to comove-
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ments of many aggregate and sectoral variables. It may well be impossible for only one coincident variablc to capture all undedying business cycle information, which is the conclusion of
both Filardo (1994) and Diebold and Rudebusch (1996).

Indeed, Diebold and Rudebusch provide both empirical and theoretical suppon for
combining these two key f'eatures of the business cycle, although they do not fully estimate a
model. Building on this research, however, several studies estimatc these two features simultaneously within the regime switching co lmon lactor model- Examples are Chauvet (1998),
Kim and Yoo (19S5), and Kim and Nelson (1998), who use US data, and Mills and Wang
(2002a). who use UK data. The common factor is defined to be an unobserved variable that
summadses the common cyclical movsments of a set of coincident macroeconomic variables,
as in Stock and Watson (1991). However, this common lactor is also subject to discrete shilis
so that it can capture the asyrnmetric naturc of business cyclc phases, as in Hamilton (1989).
Within a multivariate framework, all papers repon that inferences about the state of th{] economy obtained from the model exhibit significantly higher correlations with the NBER reference

ifjust a single variable, such as output growth, was used.
The basiq idea bchirtd these studies is that information about business cycles can be
extracted from a group of series rather than a single scrics, so that estimated business cyclcs
reflect information from various economic sectoff. Furthermore, the extracted factor cafl be
compared with, for example, the DC)C coincidence index, and more imPortantly, it can be used
for real time assessment of the economy.
One problem associated witb this framework is thal the models cannot caPture the
peak-reversion leature, or 'plucking behaviour', of business cycle movements, Urst suggested
by Milton Friedman more than 30 years ago. Friedman (1964, 1993) pointed out lhat the amplitude of cyclical contractions in US output tended to be strongly correlated with succeeding
expansions, but that these expansions were uncorrelated with thc amplitude of subsequent contractions, thus producing an asymmetry between succeeding phases of the business cyclc.
Fricdman (1993) provides sorne basic statistical cvidence to support the plucking model.
Kim and Nelson (1999) propose a framework that enables both asymmetry and an output ceiling to be captured within a single model containing shifts in regime. Their nonlinear
modcl incorporates asymmetric movements of outPut away from trend and asymmetric pcrsistence of shocks during recessionary and normal times. This framework is able to estimate the
importance of downward shocks to both trend and cycle, and to test the plucking hypothesis
against symmehic trend-plus-cycle alternatives such as Clark (1987). Kim and Nelson show
that the stochastic behaviour of US output is wcll characterised by Friedman's plucking model,
i,e,, output is occasionally plucked down by recession and the cyclical or tansitory component
exhibits asymmetric behaviour, Mills and Wang (?002b) fu her extend the analysis to the G7
countries and find a variety of results.
While Kim and Nelson (1999) focus only on a single variable. that of output, in this
papcr we utilise the approach of Kim and Munay (2002), which allows for regime switching
common pernanent and transitory compolents within a multivariate framework. We think that
this extension is important for three related reasons, First, if a set of indicators can corectly
provide signals of changes in aggregate economic activity, then this would be helptul to any
business or government in their decision making, since they are typically affected by economic expansions and contractions. Second, in studying aggrcgate fluctuations like business cycles,
dates than
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it is useful to be able to anaiyse a group of important economic timc scrics. lndividual serics
measure only onc aspect of economic activity, so thcy cannot capturc the idea of cyclical fluctuations corresponding to comovcmcnts of many aggregate and sectoral variables, Third, if
therc is a transitory component that plucks the economy down then, as suggested by Sichel
(1994), there may exist a high-growth recovefy phase following a recession. Knowledge of
thesc leatures lbr the UK economy is therefole important fbr both policy makers and t'orccastThe rest of lhc paper is organised as follows. ln scction 2 we illustrate the multivariate dynamic factor rnodel which incorporatcs indcpendent regime switching of permanent and
transitory components. The data scts used in our analysis are introduced in Section 3. where we
also report the empirical results of our modelling exercises. Section 4 draws implications and
concludes.

2. MoDEL SPECTFICATION
Following Kim and Munay (2002), suppose that y,, is (the logarithm of) a nlacroeconomrc var'rable that moves contemporaneously with ovcrall economic conditions. It can be modelled as
consisting of three stochastic autoregressive processes
a single unobserved pemanent com- and an idiosyncratic component. 2..
ponent, c., a single unobserved transitory component,.r,,

Defining Ay-, =
follows

l(1, -

y--

)
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I/,

is the sample mean
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of {,

.
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lhe model can be written as

(l)

1,....,n

Ac, is the demeaned growth rate of the comnon pennanent component, which is dependent on
whcther the economy is in expansion or recession, and it enters each of the a equations with a
different weight i1 , which measures the sensitivity of the ith va able to the common pemanent
component. Similarly, tle lactor loadings,tr, indicate the extent to which each scrics is affcctcd by the common transitory component, A1 . The variables .:,, are made up of the idiosynr:ratic
permanent and transitory components.
To incorporate the asymmetry of business cycles, the common pcrmanent component
is assumed to bc gcncratcd by a Markov switching proccss of the type proposed by Hamilton

(1989), so that
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with transition probabilitics governed by the first-order Markov switching
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To capturc peak-rcvcrsion behaviour. the common tmnsitory component is sqbiecl to thc type
of regime switching advocated by Kim and Nelson (1999):

0-

(Lh,

x s., =

u,

= o,^, + u,

- i,id. N\O,r)

(4)

1t5,,, lt + O

Here r.r, is an asymmetric discrcte shock, which is dependent upon an unobsefved variable, Jr,,
an indicator variable that switches between state | (recession) and state 0 (expansion) and also
evolves according to a first-order Markov-swilching proccss:

r $,, = ols.., , = oI
r[s,, =tls,,-,

p,

(-5)

=tlq,

whcrc 5r, is indcpcndcnt ofS,, . During 'normal times'. E? = 0 and the economy is near to potcntial or trcnd output. During 'recessions', however, 5r, = 1 and the economy is hit by a tlansitory sh<rck and plucked down by the size of
to have autoregressive representation s,

v,(L\,

=

tt(tt<0),

e,,

€i,

The idiosyncratic components are assumed

- i.i.d.lv@,",')

r6J

The innovations q, can be thought of as measurcment errors, while vr and llr are the innovations

to the common permanent and ftansitory components, respectively. The functions V,(.L), 0(.L)
arrd Q*(L) are polynornials in the lag operator L, whose rools all lic outside thc unit circle, and
A=1-1. For the identihcation ofthe model, it is assumed that thc varialces of v, and a, are unity.
The innovations 4, a, and q, are assumed to be indepcndent for all / and i.
The model can be thought of as a gencralised dynamic factor model, and has been estimaljrd by Kim and Murray (2002) using US data. With appropdate restrictions. it can rcproduce many of the models that have appeared in the literature. For example, if r = 1, it is a univariate model and with r = 0, we have Hamilton's (1989) modet. With p, = 0, we have Kim
and Nelson's (1999) model. Ifn > I , it becomes a multivariate model. In the absence ofequation (4) (or equivalently with 1". = 0 in ( l)), wc have the Diebold and Rudebusch (1996) model
that has been estimated by Chauvet (1998), Kim and Yoo (1995), and Kim and Nelson (19911)
fbr the US. and by Mills and Wang (2002a) for tbe UK On the other hand, in the absence of
equations (2) and (4), we have the Stock and Watson (1989, 1991, 1993) linear dynamic factor
model-

The common permanent and transitory components thus dcpcld uport two different
variables,
so that a recession can arise from cither a regime switch in Ac, or a'pluck'in
state
Ar,. In addition, the timing and duration of Sr, and S,, are allowed to vary across recessions.
Note that the two common factors are not scpamtely identified if the pennanent and transitory
/1

Lt'otrontit

factor loadings are equal

(I =1,) andilthcy arc governed
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by the same srare variable ( S.,= Sr/).

To facilitate estimation. thc modcl can bt: given a state-space representation. With

AR(l)

proccsses lbr the common permancnt and Lransitory components and the idiosyncratic
r? = 4 (as in the application below), thc modcl can be expressed as the measurement and ftansition cquations

tem. and with

Measurement equation
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With the availability of the estimation method developed by Kirn (1994), the state
space model can be estimated by maximising the likelihood function- Infcrcnces about the
unobserved nonlinear permanent and transitory componcnts and thc latont Markov state va ables can then be obtained at the same time- The method consists of a combination of
Hamilton's algorithm and thc nonlincar discrcte version of the Kalnan filter: see Kin (1994)
for technical details.'?

3. DATA AND

RESULTS

We chose lbur time series that ire represeniative coincident economic indicators: output,
income, sales and employment. These series are GDP at f'actor cost, real household disposable
income, rctail sales, and employee.jobs- All series are seasonally adjusted quarterly obse ations and logarithms are used.j The sample period is from 1959Q2 to 2000Q2, Graphs of the
four series are shown in Fisure 1.
Fieure 1: Time series of the four coincident variables

(b) Logadthm of income

(a) Logarithm of GDP

(c) Logarithm of sales

(d) Logarithm of cmployee jobs
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We first test whether the four scries are individually integrated and, if they are, whether they are
cointegrated.4 We find that wc cannol rsicct thc hypothesis that cach d'the series is integrated. and neither can we reject the hypothcsis o[ no cointcgntion among thcse variables.
Therefore, we use the first differences ofthe variables (multiplied by onc hundrcd) as is imp!ied
by thc model set out in equations (l). (2), (4) and (6). As indicated in section 2, all sedcs arc
demeaned by subtracting the sample mean from each difference.
For thc modcl specification, we initially fitted AR(2) processes for the comtnon permanent and transitory componcnts and the ibur idiosyncratic components in equations (2), (4)
and (6). In all cases. however, estimatcs of thc sccond-order aulorcgressive coefficients were
insigniticant. We therefore chose a parsimonious AR(1) rcprcsentation for all components, producing tbe estimates presented in Table l. Before discussing our results. a further diagnostic
test was carried out to assess the robustness of these estimates, We estimated the model with
the restriction Sr, = S:,, which assumes that both permanent and transitory components switch
at thc samc time. Under this restriction. we obtain the estimates shown in Table 2.

Table

l:

Estimates of the dynamic common permanent and transitory rnodel

with Markov switching (SL* S? )
Common permanent compone t

Q,

C ommo

Ho

Fr

Pt

0.4458

0.3302

0.9669

4r
0.8319

(0.12s4)

(0.1376)

-1.5636
(0.4360)

(0.0208)

(0.0871)

n trans itory component

Qi
0.9477

7t

(o.o2o1)

Pt

-4.2406
(0.8486)

QL

0.9718

0.3845

(0.0144)

(0.2070)

Idiosyncratic component and JActor loadings

Vi
A},
A):,

Alr,

6i

Li

Tt

-0.0595

0.817,1

(0.086s)

(0.0504)

0.3132
(0.0711)

(0.0554)

-0.3441

(0.0795)

0.8235
(0.0527)

0.3515
(0.0613)

(0,0421)

-0.5831
(0.0993)

0.5307
(0.0789)

0.5261
(0.0803)

(0,0421)

-0.0877
(0.2458)

0.,+069

(0.137s)

0.0523
(0,0601)

0.5617
(0.1086)

0.2460
0.1250

0.l&8

LogJikelihood -368.788
Note: The order of thc variables in y,, is GDP, income, sales and emptoyment. Standard deviations are

irl parent-heses.
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Several of the parameter estimates now become insignificant and a comparison of the two models produces a likelihood ratio of I1.6. Although snndard critical values are not appropdate
here, the combination of such a high likclihood ratio for the imposition of one restriction, coupled with thc poorer set of restricted estimates, leads us to prefer the unrestricted model, which

implies that the common pennanent and transitory components swjtch at differelt times.
Consequently, our discussion is based on the estimates reported in Tablc 1.

common permanent

Markov switching (Sr=S2, )
C ouuon p

e

nnane nt

c o mp

onent
Lrt

pl

Qt

-1.2093
(0.4793)

o.9464
(0.0331)

0.8172
(0.1061)

Qt

0.6081
(0.1664)

0.2837

(0.1523)

C ommon tran s lto

ry c ompo n e nt

o:

Qz

Pt.

-1.4350
(0.4034)

0,9330
(0.0271)

Idiosyncratic component and factor loadinqs

V;
A},
A):,
AJa

a)+

di

)'i

-0.0685
(0.0882)

0.8094
(0.0s08)

o.4041

0.1515

(0.0600)

(0.0616)

-o.3299

0.8285
(0.0s21)

Q.3992

0.0297

(0_0797)

(0.0s90)

(0.04s0)

-0.5861
(0.1057)

0.5340
(0.0896)

o.6236
(0.0838)

(0.0s62)

-0.0605
(0.2205)

o.4672
(0.1543)

0.1009
(0.0778)

(0.1489)

yL

0.0278

0.5106

LogJikelihood -374.605
Note: The order of the varjables in
in pareltheses.

-y.r,

is GDB income. sales and employment, Standard deviations are

Note fimt tlat a qomparison of the estimates of the two sets of factor loadings shows
tbat it is highly unlikely that T =X,for all i, so that, when allied with the results of Tablc 2, we
are confidcnt that the model is identified. The estimated model seems successful in extracting
information about fluctuations in economic activity. Both common pernanent and transitory
components exhibit first order autoconelation as the eslimates of @, and {'- are significant at
the l per cant level. Consider first the common pcrrnanent component, The results support thl3
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prcscnce of asymmetric business cycles that switch between two differcnt states, with state I
having a significantly negative mean and state 0 a signiflcantly positive mean. The transition
probabilities associatcd with these two regimes of recessiun and cxpansion are 0.lJ32 and 0.967
respectively. These estimatcs imFly that thc avcragc duration of thc cxpansionary rcgimc rs
(l-p,) I = 30.3 quarters, which may bc contfasted with (1-4,) ' = 6 quarters lbr the average dura-

rion of the recessionary regimc.
Since the mean of Ac, is 0.63, equivalent to a 'trend' growth of 27: per cent per annum.
the estimates of 14 and IIr imply mcan growth rates ol thc business cycle common permancnt
component in the two regimes of0-63-l-56 = -0.93 and 0.63+0.33 = 0.96, i.e., approximately
t33l,r per cent per annum. Thercfors. since 4, < p, and p, | > p, | . recessions on average are oorn
steeper and shorter than cxpansions. Figure 2 plots thc cxlractcd Markov switching common
permanent component.5 This scrics accurately reproduces the stylised facts ofthe post war UK
growth experience, that is, the volatility of the 19?0s and the relative stability ol the 1990s.
Regarding the factor loadings indicated by the ?1, they are all significant, suggesting that these
macroeconornic variables are explained by the common peffnalrent component of business
cyclcs. As each loading is positive, all variables move pro-cyclically. This is not surprising and
is in agreement with conventional views of the business cycle (sec, tbr example, Dow, 1998).
Our estimates show that employmcnt has thc highcst factor loading, followcd by output, sales
and income,

Figure 2: Extracted Markov switching
common perlnanent component

1960 l96i 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995

2000

Common permanent factor, c,
On thc other hand, the estimated cornmon trrnsitory cornponent is consistent with peak-reversion bchaviour ofthe business cycle, as the plucking term, z, is significantly negative, thus suppotting Friedman's hypothesis that the economy is tcmporarily pluckcd down by ncgativc
shocks. The estimated tansition probabilities are 0.972 and 0.385 for expansions and recessions, respectively. Therefore, the average durations of the expansionary and recessionary
regimes are 35.7 and 1.6 quaners respectively, thus producing an even sharper contmst than the
transition probabilities from the common permanent component. As far as the factor loadings,

9-
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all signillcant except &, which corresponds to employment, implying that the common transitory component also plays a $ignilicant role in explaining business
cycle fluctuations, Sales have the highest factor loading, followed by income, output and
employment, suggesting that declincs in salcs are the major factor in producing temptlrary negative shocks to thc cconomy. Figure 3 plots the common transitory component. Il clcarly shows
rhat a succession of transitory shocks played a major role during the recessions ol the 1970s and
1980s, but that they were less of a factor in the recesssion of the early 1990s.
.1,, are concerned, they are

Figure

3, Extracted Markov switching

common transitory component

1970 1975 t980 1985 1990
Common transitory factor,

1995

.x,

Moving to the idiosyncratic componentr the negative coefficients

of

V/,

indicate that

the idiosyncratic components of these series exhibit negative serial correlation. While income
has the highest innovation variance among the four variables, cmploymcnt has the smallest.
Figures 4 and 5 plot the probabilitics that the economy is in a recession: panel

(a) shows the filtered probability conditional on information available through /,
Pr[s,, =t v,l,11-1,2,' ,T), (i =1,2) while panel (b) sh.ows Lhc smoothed probability based on
rhe complete set of information up to /. ttF,, =!Yrl.ff=t,U, .Tt.(i=1,2). While the two
pairs offiltered and smoothed graphs are very similar, the timing and duration of thc permanent
and transitory components i e different. As there is no official UK business cycle chronology
that we may relate our results to, we have thus compared our inferred probabilities of recession
with the chronology provided by tutis, Kontolemis and Osborn (199?).6 Their dating is based
on monthly industrial production and tinishes in 1993, and so can only be used for rough comparisons. For tie permancnt component, we find that our recession probabilities are closely
related to their dating. This component clearly picks out and dates correctly the several major
recessions that the UK economy has experienced during tie last fout decades, which are shown
as shaded arcas on plot (b) of Figurc 4. For the hansitory component, however, the recession
probabilities only pick up the recessions of the 19?0s, and totally miss the recession in the early
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Figure 4: Filtered and smoothed recession probability of common permanent component

(b) Smoothed probability

(a) Filtered probability

1990s. Interestingly. Birchenhall, Oshorn and Sensier (2001), using a logistic model, have
dated the major classical troughs of GDP to be 1975Q2, 1981Q1 and 1992Q2. lt can be seen
from Figures 4 and 5 that the first of these is identified via the transitory component, whereas
tbe other two are picked up by the permanent component. The commonly held view is that the
mid-1970s recession was a consequence of oil pricc shocks. lhesc rcsults suggest that such
shocks impacted upon the tansitory componcnt of the business cycle, in cofltrast to the structural shocks of the early 1980 and 1990s, which impacted upon the permanent conponent of
thc cycle.

Figure 5: Filter'ed and smoothed recession probability of common transitory componenl

,:.=

I'
l:
tl

1l

,11\l
r(r0 r9rt 1180 trSi lt9rl
(b) Smoothed probability

(a) Filtercd probability

Our results may be compared to those reported in Mills and Wang (2002a), where a model with
a common factor is used, without decomposing the lactor jnto its permancnt and transitory
components. This sinplcr model produced estimated avcragc durations ofcxpansion and recession of 18.4 and 5,6 quarters respectively. The recessionary duration estimate is thus close to

just
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thosc found here, but the expansionary duration is considerably smaller, by between a year to
eighteen months depending on whether the comparison is with the permanent or ftansitory business cycle cornponents, The factor loadings estimated in Mills and Wang (2002a) were of the
same rank order as those for the common transitory component, but rather different fiom those
for the common permanent componcnt. The smoothed recession probabilities rcpoflcd in Mills
and Wang (20O2a) show the three major recessions identified here, but obviously cannot distinguish whether they were primarily a consequence of permancnt or transitory influences. The
model fitted here is clearly statistically superior to the simpler model, since th,ree of the factor
loadings on the transitory componcnt arc significantly different from zero and the estimate of

the 'plucking' parameter z is significantly negative.
We thus conclude that separating the common factor into pcflnanent and transltory
components provides a richer explanation of business cycle tluctualions in the UK. The average durations of expansions caused by pemanent and transitory factors are estimated lo be
rather longer than if these are not separated out, factor loadings are different for the permanent
component, and the recession of thc mid-1970s is related to the transitory componsnt of the
busincss cycle. while the two later recessions are related to pelmanent factors- This all suggests
that the features of each recession are different, so that, for example, a high-recovery phase is
not always found to follow a recession, which is also confirmcd by Kim and Murray (2002) for
the

us.

4. CoNcr-usroxs

In this study we have applied Kim and Munay's (2002) multivariate Markov chain business
cycle factor model to quarterly UK data for the last four decades, and found that the model captures tbe important features ofthe UKbusiness cycle I'airly well. The common pemanent component, interpreted as a compositc indicator of coincident variables, switches between regimes
ofboom and slump. On thc othcr hand, the estimated common transitory component supports
thc peak-reversion behaviour ol the business cycle movement and is particularly influenced by

retail sales.

In addition, we also found significant timing differences between permanent and transitory components of recessions, notably the lack of the usual high-growth rccovery phase following the early 1990s recession. Our results thus suggcst that each recession is indeed differenl.
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2. Estimation was perfomed using routines writteD in GAUSS. No consuaint was piaced on the sign of n
3. Except tbr the retail sales series, taken ftom Datastream. all other data are irorn the (lffice of National
Statistics. The scries codcs are YBHH, NRJR. UKRETTOTC and BCAJ. respecrively. We also tried
workforce ralher than employees, producing results similar to those reported here.
4. Results are available upon requesr.
5. The delails of how to obtain the levels

olthe comlnon permanent co)rponent

are described

in Stock and

Watsoo (1991).

6.The chronology is presented as Table D 1 of Artis, Kontolemis and Osbom (1997).
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